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AUTHOR AVAILABLE FOR INTERVIEW
How To Be Wanted For a Lifetime of Nights and Not Just a Night of a Lifetime
by Stanley J. Leffew
This is an exciting interview with the father of a five year old son and
a two-year old little girl upholding lasting relationships and confronting
the Spring Break and Girls Gone Wild craze that your audience will love?
Contradictory to the cultural focus, relationships are not about the
nighttime, they are about the lifetime. This Author shows how chasing
desire and drowning in a sea of recreation sex has many living for the
moment, but missing the lifetime. This interview will help your audience
see why the recreation sex approach to life and relationships could
better be spelled WRECKcreation sex.
WHAT YOUR AUDIENCE WILL LEARN
•
•
•
•
•
•

The difference between the fire that warms and the fire that burns
Why spending too much time living for the moment is costing so many the lifetime
How we are ascribing less value to the body but think we are ascribing more
Why the sexual revolution brought on a SURGE for the URGE at the expense of the MERGE
Why TUNING IN will rock your world far more than TURNING ON every time
Why the Girls Gone Wild / Spring Break philosophy cheapens the body and those embracing it

LIKE BUGS IN A BUG ZAPPER - until people learn to control the ZIPPER, they’ll keep getting burned
by the ZAPPER.

What Readers Are Saying About The E-book
“… this e-book is thought-provoking…you will start to examine your relationships and value them
deeply…” Ricky D., Married 23-years, Tennessee
“…I saved your e-book on my computer and I will read it over and over until I remember most of it. Once
again, may God really bless you for offering it up.” Elizabeth, Kenya
“…My wife and I celebrated our 25th this year, but I downloaded your e-book…it gave me a lot of
reminders that may have fallen by the wayside over the years and it just reinforced the value of my
relationship.” Larry Betts, Married 25-years, Canada

This father and author is proactively engaging the voices screaming for attention these days by joining
his own voice in the mix. This interview with Stanley J. Leffew challenges the popular belief that the
“nighttime” is the ultimate goal of relationship and your audience will love it.

